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The program documentation presented herein is a follow-on effort to
hat described in "136 MHz/400 MHz Earth Station Antenna-Noise Temperature
Prediction Program for RAE-B", by Ralph E. Taylor, Joseph J. Fee and M.
Chin, NASA/GSFC Report No. X-752-72-324, September 1972. Sections 1.0 and
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In 1973, the Radio Astronomy Explorer-B (RAE-B)
satellite will be placed in a 1100 km-altitude circular
orbit around the Moon to make radio astronomy measurements..
The purpose of the simulation study described in this
report is to determine the 136 MHz and 400 MHz noise temper-
ature. of the ground network antennas which will track the
RAE-B satellite during data transmission periods. Since the
noise temperature of the antenna effectively sets the Signal-
to-Noise Ratio (SNR) of the received signal, a knowledge of
SNR will be helpful in locating the optimum time windows for
data transmission during low-noise periods.
Antenna-noise temperatures at 136 MHz and 400 MHz will
be predicted for selected earth-based ground stations which
will support RAE-B. Telemetry data acquisition will be at
400 MHz; tracking support at 136 MHz will be provided by the
Goddard Range and Range Rate (RARR) stations.
The antenna-noise temperature predictions will include
the effects of galactic-brightness temperature, the sun, and
the brightest radio stars. Predictions will cover the ten-
month period from March 1, 1973 to December 31, 1973. The
RAE-B mission will be especially susceptible to SNR degrad-
ation during the two eclipses of the Sun occurring in this
period. .
The RAE-B Tracking Antenna Noise Temperature Program
Documentation is to define the operation of the prediction
program in terms of the mathematical operations, input data
requirements and capabilities of. the program.. Many. of. the
I
I
Program Modules utilized weere previously developed for the
Data Quality Prediction Program (DQP) developed under NAS
5-1l736 WMOD 106 and if unchanged, their descriptions are
referenced in that program rather than repeated here. Each
new module or subroutine and any changed routines are fully
documented in Section 3.0 of this report and a flow chart




2.1 DEVELOPMENT OF EQUATIONS
Four sources of antenna-noise temperature are con-








Antenna Back Lobe Noise Temperature
Total Antenna-Noise Temperature
The formulation utilized within this program has
been previously utilized in the Data Quality Prediction
Program [1] developed by Wolf Research & Development Corp.
for NASA/GSFC under contract NAS 5-11736 DCN 523-W-70446.
The equations presented in the following are taken. from
References 1 and 2.
a) Sky-Brightness Temperature
Kraus [3] develops the following formulation for
sky brightness temperature




T (0,') G (e,O) sin ea0a0
0=90 ° - 0. t2fI0 g 0 G (0,4) sin Oa-ea
3
where
0 .= elevation angle between antenna's boresight
axis and the horizon, degrees
T(e,~) is the noise temperature distribution of the
galaxy (excluding the sun and predominant
radio stars) obtained from.References 1. and 2.
G(O,) is the lossless antenna gain distribution.
o and -are the orientation angles defining the
position of a radial surface element within
the celestial hemisphere.
Figure 1 shows the physical relationship of the
variables given in the above equations. The double integral
is computed by.rectangular integration assuming that the
antenna boresight is directed at the center of'the Moon's
optical disk. The antenna patterns and brightness tempera-
tures are accessed from magnetic tape storage in the computer
program.
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This program required the use of an accurate radio-sky
map which covers the celestial sphere completely, for both
136 MHz and 400 MHz. Since detailed sky-brightness temperature
contours were not available at these frequencies, it became
necessary to scale either existing radio maps in temperature,
or to generate a composite map from various smaller maps. The
136 MHz and 400 MHi sky-brightness temperature maps, were pre-
pared in this manner.
The 136 MHz radio map was scaled from data at 150 MHz,
published in 1971 by Landecker and Wielebinskli (Reference 4).
The following relationship was used for scaling:
1501 2.4
T136 (1 degs. K.
Reference 5 was utilized for the conversion of galactic
coordinates, employed by Landecker and lielebinski, into the
necessary equatorial coordinates required for this program.
The 400 MHz radio map is a composite map formulated
frcm the sectional maps published in 1962.by Pauliny-Toth
and Shakeshaft (Reference 6), and in 1956 by Droge and Priester
(Reference 7).
b) Sun
The contribution of the sun to the antenna-noise
temperature is given by Berkowitz [8] as:




Os = Angular radio diameter of sun's apparent temper-
ature model, degrees; assume 0s =, 0.66° at 1-36
MHz and 400 MHz.
a Half-power beam width (HPBIY) of symmetrical
antenna main lobe.
Tb = 8 x 105 K for quiet sun ideal model at 136 MHz,
and 6 x 105 K at 400 MHz.
c) Radio Stars
The following equation is used by Taylor '[1,9] to







G * G() 4P
4ir
D Af0
for a single polarization,
where
M - is the number of radio stars
Do - is the observed radio star noise flux density,
win- D 2Hz 1, constant over bandwidth Af.
7
X - wave length of transmission
Gp - peak antenna power gain, above isotropic
p
G(O)- antenna gain attenuation at angle 0 off-boresight
i.e., G(e)=l for 0 =0.
Note that the antenna-noise temperature is
N:
T, - - degs .. K
where -~ .
-N* = total noise power due to all radio stars.
within the antenna's radiation pattern
--23k = Boltzmann's constant, 1.38x10
- 2 3 J/K
Af = noise bandwidth of receiver, Hz
d) Antenna Back Lobe Temperature
The black-body radiation of the Earth contributes to
the overall antenna-noise temperature by means 'of the back
lobe of the ground antenna. .
Based on Blake's data (Reference 10), the effect of
antenna back lobe temperature, TBACK, is approximated by






e) Total Antenna-Noise Temperature
The total antenna-noise temperature, TTOT, is computed
by summing each of the four contributions.
TTOT TSKY + TSUN + T, + TBACK
Antenna-noise temperature will be maximum at New Moon,
once each month. A higher peak is reached once each year
(December) when the Galactic Nucleus is eclipsed by the Sun,



























































2.2 PROGRAM LOGIC FLOW
The following logic steps determine the antenna-noise
temperature for each ground antenna which will track the
RAE-B:
· Each station is tested for a visible moon.
· Antenna-noise temperature is computed for
each.station having a visible moon.
* Antenna-noise temperature is recomputed at
periodic time intervals from Moonrise to
Moonset.
The logic of the program will be described by an






































SET DATE FOR ORBIT CALCULATIONS
ANDSET JSECN TO ZERO TO KEEP
TRACK OF PREDICTION TIME INTERVAL
CHECK FOR STOP TIME
CHECK FOR ONE WEEK PASSBY
15
ISECN - IDAY'86400 +
ISEC
16











































IF IRSINE IS NEGATIVE, MOON IS'BELOW
HORIZON








STORE DATA TO THE ARRAY FOR
PRINT'AND PLOT
21
































Name in (In DOP
the DQP Page Documentation)
DQP A-1











































































ATEMIP x x x x x x
ADDYMD x
BLOCK DATA x x x x
OIFF x
DIFFTM x
HEADIN x x x x x
ORBFIX x
ORBMS x x
PRTOUT x x x
SOURCE x x x x x x
STATIO x x x
TPLOT x x x x










DESCRIPTIONS OF ROUTINES WITH CIIANGES FROM DQP
I. IDENTIFICATION
A. Name: ATEMP
B. Language: FORTRAN IV
C. Machine: IBM 360
D. Purpose: To predict the RAE-B tracking station
antenna-noise temperature at both 136
megacycle frequency and 400 megacycle
frequency for one week period as well















in meters and meters
per second respectively
R*8 Output-Rotational


















gains and sky map
1*4 Output-selected track-
ing system type code
(I=SATAN system, 2=
85-foot dish, 3=40-foot



























1*4 Output-Tracking system type
code
1*4 Output-Degrees of station
geodetic latitude.












R*4 Output-Seconds of station
geodetic latitude
1*4 Output-Degrees of station
geodetic longitude
I*4 Output-Minutes of station
geodetic longitude
R*4 Output-Seconds of station
geodetic longitude








R*4 Input-Local north, east vectors
at.tracking sites




















































of orbit's epoch (YYIMIDD).
1*4 Output-Time (hour,minute,
second) of orbit's epoch
(HHMI, ,S'S)
1*4 Output-Time interval of orbit
points (seconds)
1*4 Output-Date of start of pre-
dictions (YYMN\IDD)
























L Output-Code indicating the
presence of satellite transmitter

















G. Non-System' Routines Required:
PLOTST, CALCOM, DIFF, BASEYR, STATIO, HEADIN, ROTATE,
ORBMS, ORBFIX, ADDYMD, REVERS, DOTTED, PRTOUT
H. Input/Output Units Required:
Logical Unit Type Data
FT04F001 Disk Input Ephemeris routine
FT05F001 System Input Job control instruction:
input data sets
FTO6F001 System Output Printed data sets
FT23F001. 2400-9 tape Cumulative data
PLOTAPE 2400-9 tape Output for the Calcoiiip
Plotter












Access and storing of control information,
and tracking systems parameters.
Access and storing of moon parameters.
Moon orbit calculations and storing.
Telemetry data predictions and display.
30
d. Temperature for quiet sun ideal model
e. Angular diameter of sun's apparent temperature model
f. Radio stars identification










The entire operational sequence described in this section is
repeated for each tracking station, when this is completed,
the process return to section 3 in search for the next tracking
period.











Storage space reserved for
orbit computations












Square roots of the products
of the earth's masses and
gravitational constants in














THDOT .729211585648X10 4 (1)
One degree expressed in
radians
2r











This message is printed when the
tracking system type code, satel-
lite type code, and earth constants
code could not be recognized. The
data set is bypassed.
When the value of control para-
·meter TAPE2! is .TRUE. and read
attempts on logical unit 21 are
unsuccessful, this meeting is
printed and the process is
terminated.
The message is self-explanatory.






Section 1 and Section 2 are performed only once, while
programexecution returns to the other sections repeatedly for
temperature predictions from various prediction period. In




The- major functions of Section 1 are to:
a. Access and process internally stored control
information (select and initialize display
hardware, set up constants).
b. Access and process inputted control data
(initialize input unit of transmitter antenna
gains, store prediction time).
-c. Access, store, and display tracking system
parameters which are:
1. Station identification (6 alphanumeric
characters)
2. Tracking system type codes:
1.= SATAN system
2 = 85-foot dish
3 = 40-foot dish
4 = 16 element Yagi array
5 9 element Yagi array
3. Station's position [geodetic latitude,
longitude (degree, minute, second),
topographic height (meters)]
.33
4. Minimum look angle above horizon (deg.)
5. Receiving antenna gain above isotropic
source (dB)
Section 2
Moon parameters consist of:
1. Identification (6 alphanumeric characters)
2. Keplerian orbital elements:
a. Epoch of elements (Date: year, month,
day; Time: hours, minutes, seconds)
3. Earth constants code:
0: ae = 6378166m, f=1/298.25
1: a = 6378388m, f=1/297.0e
2: a = 6378165m, f=1/298.3
e
4. Transmitter frequency (megacycle/second)
To assure consistency between orbital elements and
station coordinates, tracking station positions are computed
on an ellipsoid model specified by the earth constant code.
Section 3
Substantial time can be saved in computing efforts, by
calculating and storing moon ephemerides for up to one week
-predictions. Using the- JPL ephemeris routine, the inertial
34
orbital positions and velocities are obtained analytically
(subprogram ORBMdS), which are then converted to a geocentric,
Greenwich oriented reference system (subprogram ORBFIX). This
sequence is repeated at each incremented time point returning
to the orbital calculations section of the process. Computer
memory is reserved for the storing of orbits for the period
of one week at 30 minute intervals.
Section 4
Telemetry data is predicted for each tracking site from
a given antenna. Each stored orbital point is tested for
visibility before utilizing it in the prediction process by
forming the scalar product of station's zenith vector and station-
to-moon vector. When the orbital point is above the minimum
look-angle, slant range and transmitter antenna gain are in-
cluded in the predicted temperature. The temperature data is
obtained by calling subprogram SOURCE, and its value reflects
the effect of galactic, solar and major radio stars. The
position of the sun is considered constant within the time of
moon passage consequently, the right ascension and declination
of sun are computed at one hour intervals.
Predicted temperature data in display on the computer
system output unit in printed form, when the predicted time
is equal or more than one week it is also plotted by using
WOLF calcomp plot package. The following items comprise the
printed output:
1. Identification heading
a. Tracking period and interval
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A. Name: BLOCK DATA #1
B. Language: FORTRAN IV
C. Machine: IBM 360
D. Purpose: To store alphabetic constants and zonal
harmonics in common block.
METHOD
Not applicable
III. CONSTANTS IN COMMON BLOCKS

























Name of each month
Cummulative days for each
month
Name of transmitter antenna
system.










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































B. Language: FORTRAN IV
C. Machine: IBM 360
D. -Purpose: To compute the Antenna-noise temperature
of a tracking ground station antenna.
E. Calling Sequence: CALL SOURCE (IYMD,JSEC,I,KC)
Name Dimension Type Description
Input-Date (year, month, day) of
spacecraft's passage over a given
station.





























































3 R Input-Vector of polarization
in the earth-fixed topo-
centric system
3 R Input-Projection of vector
of polarization in the
station boresight system.
1 R Input-The orientation
angles increment of 0
(in deg.)
1 R Input-The orientation
angle increment of 0
(in deg.)
18732 I*2 Input-Containing receiver
antenna gains and sky map.
42 R Temporary locations
(3,7) R Input-Station's vertical
unit vector
1 R Input-Declination of sun
1 R Input-Right ascension of
sun
1 R Input-Wavel length of
transmission
1 R Input-Effective receiver
bandwidth
63 R Temporary locations
7 R Input-Receiver antenna
gain above isotropic source.
2 R Temporary locations
6 R Temporary locations
1 R X,y,z components of station-
1 R moon unit vector in the
1 R Greenwich-oriented system.
21 R Temporary locations
49










G. Non-System Routines Required:
REVERS, BASEYR, ROTATE, CROSSV, DOTTED, ARCTAN
II. METHOD:
In the computation of total temperature of the moon-to-
earth telemety link, four contributing temperature sources are
considered:
1. Fixed-level source Antenna back lobe temperature
136 MHZ, TBACK = 750 K
400 MHz, TBACK = 350 K
2. Variable-level source -
a) Sky noises' (galaxy)
b) Sun radiation
c) Radio stars
The effects of terrestrial noise sources, the ionosphere
and troposphere are neglected.
Front-end thermal noise is created by the internal heat




thus a function of instrumentation system. Receiver nominal
temperature is therefore a part of tracking station informations.
The variable level sources degrad data quality via noise
temperatures in the antenna main beam and side lobes (Figure 1)
and their values can be predicted. The method of prediction
is presented in Section 2.







-231.38 x 10 (1)
B. Messages: None
Description
Angular equivalent of 1 radian.
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1) Read Lunar & Solar Ephemerides and
Nutation in Right Ascension and the
Lunar Libration Matrix.











e: CALL EPHEM (TSEC, AO, IYMDE,
IHME, SECE)
Description
Input-Time at which data is desired
in days from Jan 0,0 of the reference
year for the ARC in seconds.
Output-i) If 'ONLyEQ' is true;
AO (1) = Nutation.
2) If 'ONLYEQ' is false;




AO(4) - Range to moon in
meters.




AO(8) - Range to sun in
meters.
AO(9) - Nutation.














Input-Hour and minutes of Epoch
time
Input-Seconds of Epoch time
F. Common Blocks: None
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To print the program identification page,
tracking stations list and radio stars list.
E. Calling Sequence: CALL HEADIN (ISTRTY, ISTRTH,
ISTOPY, ISTOPH', INTRVL)













1) I*4 Input-Date (year, month,. day)
of the predicted start.
1) I*4 Input-Date (hour, minute, second)
of the predicted start.
1) . I*4 Input-Date (year, month, day)
of the predicted stop.
1) I*4 Input-Date (hour, minute, second)
of the predicted stop.












Input-Name of each month
Input-Cummulative days of
one year.
see main routine ATEMP
FREQ (1) I*4 Input-Frequency of satellite




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































B. Language: FORTRAN IV
C. Machine: IBM 360
D. Purpose: To print out the predicted antenna-noise
temperature results.
E. Calling Sequence: CALL OUTPUT (TSEC, NAME, TA,
KC, TIME)
Dimension Type Description
(1) 1*4 Input-Total seconds from starting
time.
(1) R*8 Input-Name of tracking station.
(1) R*4 Input-Predicted temperature.
(1)· 1*4 Input-Number indicate the temperature
sources.
(1) I*1 Input-"TRUE", print out the predicted
time
"FALSE", the predicted time
is not printed out.
F. Common Block: None



































































































































































































































































































































































































































B. Language: FORTRAN IV
C. Machine: IBM 360
D. Purpose: To arrange the predicted antenna-noise
temperature results for print and plot.















Input-Array stored the predicted
temperatures of each stations.
Input-Indicate the temperature
sources.
Input-Number of tracking ground
stations.
Input-"TRUE", plot the results.























NW.'r: e Variable Dimension
- lPOCIlI









G. Non-System Routines Requi
Description
Input-Date (hour, minute,
second) of orbit's epoch.


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































B. Language: FORTRAN IV
C. Machine: IBM 360
D. Purpose: To plot the predicted Antenna-noise
temperature on the Calcomp plotter.
E. Calling Sequence: CALL PLOT (LOLD, LNEW, IODAY,



















Input-Month of the starting date
of predicted period.
Input-Month of the end date of
predicted period.





Input-Day of the end date.
Input-Tracking interval (seconds).
Input-Number of the tracking
stations.
Input-Predicted temperature data



































































and seconds of station's
geodetic latitude.
Input Degreees, Minutes



















Subroutine TPLOT utilizes a plot package developed by
WOLF Research and Development Corporation. Hardware options
for plotted output include the CALCOMP plotter or computer
printer, or both.
· . . . . , . .
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The CALCOMP plotter is specified in the main program
and plotted output with associated plotter commands are stored
on a 7-track magnetic tape, mounted on logical unit PLOTAPE.
Predicted telemetry data were stored in TARY. The
predicted time array corresponding to predicted telemetry
data were stored in XARY.
The following operations are performed by subroutine
TARY in producing predicted data plots:
1. Conversion of prediction time (seconds) of each
plotted value to the zero hour reference frame
of the first plotted point, when a pass extends
beyond a day.
2. Determination of the density of vertical grid
lines from the time length of predicted period.
3. Conversion of time to days.
4. Determination of the density of horizontal grid
lines from the maximum-and minimum plotted value.
5. Identification of plot frame.
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